Dear friends,
Joylin was born in Red Deer in 1970. She moved to Calgary in 1975. Joylin earned her Bachelor
of Arts degree in French from the University of Calgary, and has worked as an NCCP certified
coach at the Calgary Winter Club for the past seven years.
Joylin has spent many years volunteering for a variety of charities, including the Calgary CP
Association, Inn from the Cold and Ronald McDonald House. Her caring nature and genuine
concern for her community is demonstrated in all the activities she participates in.
Joylin is from the fourth generation Alberta born Mah Poy family featured in the Mavericks
exhibit in the Glenbow Museum. The Nodwell family is steeped in similar tradition.
"I believe in accountability and the detailed disclosure of important decisions especially
pertaining to the usages of public monies," says Nodwell. "I hear it from nearly all residents I
visit with, they want greater disclosure upfront. They want to know the budget amounts before
decisions are made, and greater accountability at the end of projects," says Nodwell. “I myself
am disappointed at the lack of disclosure, particularly at a point when decisions can still be
influenced by public input.” Nodwell cites the West LRT project and the lesser known ENMAX
Legacy Parks Fund Steering Committee projects as recent examples of poor optics and
transparency.
Joylin is also committed to improve processes and efficiencies in City Council and
administration, in particular, putting forth motions that would enforce transparency and
accountability when public monies are involved.
Being an approachable and easily accessible Councillor is important for the community. Joylin
believes that participating regular community meetings is a huge priority. “It is a great
opportunity for me to remain connected to residents by allowing them to voice concerns and
share ideas. This direct involvement would also allow me to keep my community updated on the
happenings around our City”.
“Joylin is incredibly hard-working. She builds trust and consensus wherever she goes,” says
Campaign Manager, Nicole Bradac. “Her compassion and strength is what’s needed to build a
stronger, more engaged community for all Ward 7 residents.”
Joylin welcomes any media requests for interviews. She can be reached at:
Joylin Nodwell’s HQ - 1217 - Centre St. N
runwithme@joylin.ca
www.joylin.ca
facebook.com/joylin.nodwe
twitter.com/JoylinNodwell
403.618.1038 c
587.351.0976 t
587.351.0334 f
I invite everyone to come run with me.....and believe in me!

